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WHAT’S TRENDING 
NEWEST PRODUCTS FROM THE WORLD 
OF LUXURY KITCHEN & BATH DESIGN

ORIGINI BATH COLLECTION
Showcasing beautiful faucet designs for every mood 
in five color profiles.
Discover a new world of intuitive design with ORIGINI by Gessi. Stunning 
bathroom faucets take center stage in this fantastical collection with 
its mesmerizing array of colors, shapes and finishes. The taps are 
meticulously sculpted into inspired silhouettes and finished with rich 
glossy hues or beautiful metallics. The collection’s signature basin mixer 
has a chic industrial vibe, pipework-inspired design, and hard angles 
softened by rounded edges. Of particular interest is the finish insert that 
fits neatly inside the knobs and allows an extra indulgence of color and 
customization. ORIGINI is a celebration of the influence color can have on 
moods and ambiances. The ACCENT triad allows one to be daring when 
defining spaces.   gessi.com

IBIZA GLASS RINSING PREP SINKS
Patent-pending sink makes washing glasses easy.
Ruvati just added an innovative new model to their line of workstation sinks 
for the wet bar. Imagine the convenience of having a sink with a built-in glass 
rinser to quickly clean everything from coffee mugs to wine goblets. The new 
Ibiza Collection features a patent-pending design with dynamic jets that can 
easily and efficiently rinse drinkware to save time and effort when doing the 
dishes. The Ibiza sink maximizes efficiency in a small space. In addition to the 
built-in glass rinser, the sink comes with a beautiful wood cutting board that 
spans the width of the basin to increase prep area and a rinse grid to allow 
glassware to drip-dry safely. Measuring 22" by 20" with a 10" deep bowl, the 
Ibiza brings impressive productivity to compact workspaces. It’s perfect for 
a home bar, RV or tiny house setting.   ruvati.com

®

TAYLA FREESTANDING TUB
A new pattern of beautiful baths.
MTI Baths’ new TAYLA freestanding tub has a graceful oval silhouette 
that is enhanced by a flat rim and an unexpected square-patterned 
texture on the exterior that adds dimension and visual interest. Part of 
MTI’s new Cosmopolitan Collection, the TAYLA tub is ergonomically 
designed to accommodate two bathers in indulgent comfort. Its cast stone 
construction provides enhanced insulating properties that help keep 
bath water warm longer for lazy, indulgent soaks in the tub. MTI offers 
the TAYLA as a luxurious soaker model or as an air bath for a full-body 
hydrotherapy experience. It is crafted from cast-engineered stone using 
a proprietary mineral composite blend of organic dolomitic limestone.  
A meticulous finishing process results in a flawless non-porous surface 
that is exceptionally durable and easily cleaned. The TAYLA tub is carefully 
finished by hand to a gorgeous glossy white finish.   mtibaths.com

LARGO SHOWER TRAYS
New horizontal drain and barrier-free installation.
Acquabella breaks with tradition by placing the drain on the tray’s longest 
side with their new LARGO shower tray. This strategic shift creates more 
options for installation configurations and adds a gentle slope as a subtle 
design element. The LARGO COLLECTION is offered in a range of versatile 
sizes and is crafted of engineered stone. The non-slip surfaces make for a 
safer shower environment and are incredibly durable and easy to maintain. 
The collection is available in five color options and two textured finishes 
- Slate finish which mimics the effect of natural stone, or Beton which
imitates the look of cement. Their low profile design makes the shower
easily accessible for all with a quick and easy recessed installation for
flush-to-floor fit or standard with a small lip.   acquabella.us
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